Introduction to the 4th Workshop on Cognitive Aspects of the Lexicon
(CogALex-IV)

1 Background

Starting with a workshop devoted to electronic dictionaries at COLING, Geneva, 2004 (Enhancing and Using Electronic Dictionaries) we have continued to do so, by keeping it associated to this conference (2008, Manchester, 2010, Beijing, 2012, Mumbai). What we did change though is the name, as CogALex captures better our mindset, i.e. the focus from which we look at the lexicon. CogALex stands for Cognitive Aspects of the Lexicon. Encouraged by the enthusiasm and interest expressed by the participants of the preceding events, it was natural to come up with a follow-up workshop.

As in the past our aim is to provide a forum for computational lexicographers, researchers in NLP, psychologists and users of lexical resources to share their knowledge and needs concerning the construction, organisation and use of a lexicon by people (lexical access) and machines (NLP, IR, data-mining). Hence we invite again researchers with diverse backgrounds to address unsolved problems (see below). In addition we have added two features: One is devoted to a shared Task where the system is meant to learn automatically how to find a word on the basis of its associated terms, the other feature is vocabulary learning.

While vocabulary learning is understandably not a hot topic in computational linguistics, it is nevertheless an important aspect of language learning, both in the mother tongue and in a foreign language. Having a rich stock of vocabulary is certainly an asset, but knowing the basic words and expressions is a must. Yet, people tend to forget some of the words they (thought to) have learned. This is not just a question of exercise (quantity vs. quality). Traditional word lists or flash cards are clearly not the ultimate answer. They are not only boring, but also rarely very effective. There is so much more we could do these days by using corpora and computational linguistics know-how, to extract the to-be learned words from text and to display them with their context. Hence, rather than having the user repeat single words (or word pairs) we could display them in various contexts (e.g. sentences), thereby making sure that the chosen ones correspond to the learners’ level and interests.

2 Motivation

The way we look at dictionaries (their creation and use) has changed dramatically over the past 30 years. While being considered as an appendix to grammar in the past, by now they have moved to centre stage. Indeed, there is hardly any task in NLP which can be conducted without them. Also, rather than being static entities (database view), dictionaries are now viewed as dynamic networks, i.e. graphs, whose nodes and links (connection strengths) may change over time. Interestingly, properties concerning topology, clustering and evolution known from other disciplines (society, economy, human brain) also apply to dictionaries: everything is linked, hence accessible, and everything is evolving. Given these similarities, one may wonder what we can learn from these disciplines. In this 4th edition of the CogALex workshop we therefore also invited scientists working in these fields, with the goal to broaden the picture, i.e. to gain a better understanding concerning the mental lexicon and to integrate these findings into our dictionaries in order to support navigation. Given recent advances in neurosciences, it appears timely to seek inspiration from neuroscientists studying the human brain. There is also a lot to be learned from other fields studying graphs and networks, even if their object of study is something else than language, for example biology, economy or society.
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3 Topics of Interest

This workshop is about possible enhancements of lexical resources and electronic dictionaries. To perform the groundwork for the next generation of such resources we invite researchers involved in the building of such tools. The idea is to discuss modifications of existing resources by taking the users’ needs and knowledge states into account, and to capitalize on the advantages of the digital media. For this workshop we solicit papers including but not limited to the following topics, each of which can be considered from various points of view: linguistics, neuro- or psycholinguistics (tip of the tongue problem, associations), network related sciences (sociology, economy, biology), mathematics (vector-based approaches, graph theory, small-world problem), etc.

I) Analysis of the conceptual input of a dictionary user

• What does a language producer start from (bag of words)?
• What is in the authors’ minds when they are generating a message and looking for a word?
• What does it take to bridge the gap between this input and the desired output (target word)?

II) The meaning of words

• Lexical representation (holistic, decomposed);
• Meaning representation (concept based, primitives);
• Revelation of hidden information (distributional semantics, latent semantics, vector-based approaches: LSA/HAL);
• Neural models, neurosemantics, neurocomputational theories of content representation.

III) Structure of the lexicon

• Discovering structures in the lexicon: formal and semantic point of view (clustering, topical structure);
• Creative ways of getting access to and using word associations (reading between the lines, subliminal communication);
• Evolution, i.e. dynamic aspects of the lexicon (changes of weights);
• Neural models of the mental lexicon (distribution of information concerning words, organisation of words).

IV) Methods for crafting dictionaries or Indexes

• Manual, automatic or collaborative building of dictionaries and indexes (crowd-sourcing, serious games, etc.);
• Impact and use of social networks (Facebook, Twitter) for building dictionaries, for organizing and indexing the data (clustering of words), and for allowing to track navigational strategies, etc.;
• (Semi-) automatic induction of the link type (e.g. synonym, hypernym, meronym, association, collocation, ...);
• Use of corpora and patterns (datamining) for getting access to words, their uses, combinations and associations.

V) Dictionary access (navigation and search strategies) and interface issues

• Search based on sound, meaning or associations;
• Search (simple query vs multiple words);
• Context-dependent search (modification of users’ goals during search);
• Recovery;
• Navigation (frequent navigational patterns or search strategies used by people);
• Interface problems, data-visualisation.

We received 30 submissions, of which seven were accepted as full papers, eight were accepted for poster presentation, and nine were accepted in the context of the shared task. While we did not get papers on all the issues mentioned in our call, we did get a quite rich panel of topics including cognitive approaches to lexical access, considerations on word meaning and ontologies, manual and automatic approaches for constructing lexicons, as well as pragmatic aspects. It was also interesting to see the variety of languages in which these issues are addressed. In sum, the community working on dictionaries is dynamic, and there seems to be a growing awareness of the importance of some of the problems presented in our call for papers.

We would like to thank Roberto Navigli for having accepted to be our invited speaker, Shishang Wang for proofreading, and the COLING organizers for providing the framework and for their support. We would also like to express our sincerest thanks to all the members of the Programme Committee whose expertise was invaluable to assure a good selection of papers, despite the tight schedule. Their reviews were helpful not only for us to make the decisions, but also for the authors, helping them to improve their work. In the hope that the results will inspire you, provoke fruitful discussions and result in future collaborations.
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